
Joe allen to share LCAP

Questions per goal
What areas are we doing well with?
-Glad to have the number of counselors that we have increased
-

-Build in the Manpower - building connections with the community to decide here is a ned how
can we fill this. Build partnership with

-Heidi - Adobe: photo shop course

Afterschool programs/classes that add enrichment to our students on campus
(Heidi - easy to market this, if PTA wanted to do a push for this, bring more community members
in, who would organize this?

fingerprinting/volunteer packet through the logistics

Most large tech companies have these programs (adobe, apple,some have incentive programs
$$)

Longer than 6 weeks, to extend into electives into high school.

Expand on electives. Nice to have these electives that open new worlds for students. Wouldnt
have chosen it, but have been awesome

Question 2:
-College readiness - field trip to CSUMB, just touching a tip of the iceberg beneficial to have a
little bit more to have in depth conversations about choices in college.
-Career options (trade schools) more discussions
-Addition of Home Ec, etc - just more electives that are hands on, practical, life skills

Question 3:
● Kids are starting to bounce back from COVID
● More school spirit (activities with teachers to add to the bonding)

Financials!
-We have a surplus that we need to spend
-Assemblies

Farm Animals - Nancy looking into this!
-Luncheon Coming up

March - TOGOS



April - Jia Tellas
May - Taco Truck (Aristeo’s son)

Location, time, Date (Wednesday)
Teacher appreciation week: Bobbi to do other snacks

Warriors tix - Sold Out! Only 7 tickets left! (53 tickets sold)
4th Rep that Nancy has been talking with
Pride sunglasses for 1st 1,000 sunglasses
Band to play National Athem Joe needs to be there

Heidi with Color Run!
April 26 -

Michelle will get every child with a walking permission slip

Kick off Rally - Choose a teacher/staff member to put color on for a drawing that are not tardy
that week leading up

Volunteers with leaf blowers at the end


